Twilight Zone Rocket Installation Instructions

Raise the playfield to the full
vertical position. Take care not
to have the balls fall and damage
anything. Remove two screws
from the right end of rocket ball
kicker bracket and rotate the
kicker clockwise down.

Bring the playfield down to the rests
and remove the plastic and ball
guide. The rocket is mounted to its
own plastic that will be installed over
the rocket plastic. Feed the wire
plugs through the kicker hole holding
the kicker to the left with a finger.
Feed nearly all the wire through the
hole.

Put the ball guide back and feed
the wire behind it. Re-install the
rocket plastic with the new rocket
plastic on top. Adjust the ball guide
and route the wire so it stays behind
the guide and up out of the way
of the ball. The wire should
enter the right side of the hole
so the kicker won't hit it. See
the next picture too.

Locate wire out of ball path.
Rocket mounted on the clear
plastic with screw and nylon
mount. Put on top of the rocket
plastic. The wire should be
kept tight under the plastic
and behind the metal ball
guide.

Raise the playfield to the full vertical
position again. Re-install the two
rocket ball kicker screws. Ty-wrap
the the wire from the rocket to the
bundle as in the picture and adjust it
so the wire stays against the upper
side of the hole and away from the
kicker arm.

Lower the playfield and make any final adjustments to the rocket
wiring and the position of the rocket. Use care not to break off the
Rocket Flame as there is no good way to re-attach it. Test run the
game before putting the glass back on to be sure the wires are out
of the way of the ball and the angle of the ball guide is ok. You
should see the rocket flame lighting with the flasher.

Locate the red and black pair of
wires coming from a flash lamp
just above (down with the playfield up) the rocket kicker. It is
attached under a blue plastic.
The wires have a two pin plug
on them. Disconnect the two
pin plug and carefully connect
the rocket connectors to the
disconnected connectors. Tywrap the rocket wire to the
bundle to secure the connectors
and wiring.
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